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This day, I leave Japan and arrived at Thailand. Total flights time is about
Sept 10
(Sat)

7 hours, so long. In there we were picked up and Professer Tanu and Kai.
After that, we went to shoppingmall. Because buy a prepaid mobile phone
and necessaries. Culture of Thailand excite me. For example cheaper price
and spicy meal ,many bike and so on.
This day, we followed Kai in KU campus. And she explained each place in

Sept 11
(Sun)

KU to us First impression is ‘KU campus is very large’. Also surprised me
is staying many homelessdog. I can’t see sight like that. Next, we get
uniforms. After, we went out KU campus and bought skirts for attending
school. I bought two skirts.
This day, we had the first class about generality of epidemiology from
9:00a.m to 11a.m. Because Japanese students were said that is not good in

Sept 12

that field, I braced myself for having class. But it was not easy. After that,

(Mon)

from 11:00a.m to 12:00a.m and from 1:00p.m to 2:00p.m,we practiced case
study about epidemiology by PC. We used statistics soft ‘NSCC’. After
class, we went to khamphaensean campus for greeting and welcome party.
This day, we had the second class that continuation of study yesterday. It’s
Descriptive Epidemiology. They were study and practice. We learned data

Sept 13

management and data analysis. It’s very important for control disease.

(Tue)

Mainly, we learned T-test and Chi-squared analysis. It was One of weakest
subject in japan, but today I learn and understand many things. We has it
from 9:00a.m to 4:30p.m.
This day, we studied Epidemiology by Doctor Suporn. After study in

Sept 14
(Wed)

classroom, we went out by field work in the temple. In there, we observed
around environment. And came back university, we discussed and planned
case study. I actually dose it was very important and complexly. We decided
that will investigate relation between pigeon and visitor.
This day, we studied and planned for case study by Doctor Suwicha. We
used PROmesa and Gpowerwin that was software at sight. They can

Sept 15

estimate and calculate sample size and prevalence. It study was very

(Thu)

difficult for me, but Doctor Nat explained clearly again and again. We used
to plan for investigating next Wednesday. I think that have to practice
using it.
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This day, we went to airport. Today’s professor was Dr. Phisanu. The object
was learning about quarantine. In there, two veterinarians taught it to us.
Sept 16

First, they presented about quarantine to me. Next, after lunch, we went

(Fri)

to office of quarantine. In there, we were explained about documents and
health check for important. I learned importance of Quarantine and role

of veterinarian in the airport.

Sept 17
(Sat)

Sept 18
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This day, we studied epidemiology about study designs and risk association
by Dr. Sirichai. In study designs, it is important which cross-sectional
Sept 19

study, Case-control study and cohort study. Difference among them is

(Mon)

timeline flow of time. Next, I had examination about epidemiology learned
until now. It was very difficult and I felt freshness about difference from
Japan which method of making questions.
This day, we learned by Dr. Suwicha again. First, we studied scale of data.
In method, there are T-test, ANOVA, correlation and regression. I feel so

Sept 20

difficult. But, maybe they will be convenient for analysis of our

(Tue)

investigation. After this study, we discussed to plan continuation of
epidemiological investigation. Next, each team of investigation present
method and hypothesis about it to teachers and other Japanese students.
This day, we went to the temple for epidemiological investigation. We

Sept 21
(Wed)

collected data about pigeon and visitor feces in there from 8:30a.m to
4:00p.m. This activity is very hard and difficult because there were too
many pigeons. But I completed to collect barely data. After, in our home, I
will capture this data for analyzing tomorrow.
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This day, we prepared for presentation which we will have to do on this
Friday. First, we typed and order sample data corrected yesterday.
Sept 22

Unexpectedly, it was hard. Next we analyzed as epidemiological data and

(Thu)

calculated useful value by using epidemiological software. And we made
the documents for presentation by using powerpoint. I endeavor that make
it simply.
This day, we had to present epidemiological investigation to teachers and
another team. My team of presentation prepared for presentation in the

Sept 23

morning. First, we made documents for presentation by using PC. Next,

(Fri)

we thought contents about presentation. In this afternoon, we had
presentation. But it was very difficult, because lack of preparation and
using English. We received many advices.

Sept 24
(Sat)

Sept 25
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This day, I had 1st class of surgery. I was assigned rehabilitation section. I
tensed because it was surgery and there were not Japanese there.
Sept 26

Rehabilitation section is very interesting for me. Because it was not very

（Mon）

seen in Japan. For example, treadmill in the water, laser treatment,
electric treatment. I understood well that aftercare is important as well as
operation.
This day, I had 2nd class of surgery. I was assigned orthopedic section. I

Sept 27
(Tue)

went in operation rooms at first, because I went in only rehabilitation room
yesterday. So I tensed very much. I looked various cases, specially disease
of hindlimb was many. These were very exciting, because I always had was
interested in this area.
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This day, I entered emergency course of surgery. In the morning, there was
few case. First patient had adenocarcinoma around anus. Next patient
Sept 28

suffered from dystocia. Then one baby was left in her uterus. But the baby

(Wed)

live. I looked that he was born. In afternoon, I looked many cases.
Especially I work assistant of operation for the dog which have pyometra.
I gave valuable experience for me.
This day, I was assigned anesthesia section. I think it is the busiest in all
section. Receiving of patients are so much. I recorded condition of patients

Sept 29

which were anesthetized in each operation. There were 2 cases today. At

(Thu)

first, Thai student assisted me. But the second time, I recorded it by
myself. I tensed very much. But I was glad, because I was prized by Thai
student who taught me.
This day, I was assigned soft tissue section. Today is last day in Surgery
term. First, two group had each presentation about case of disease. I

Sept 30

couldn’t understand Thai, but could understand part of presentation and

(Fri)

document on the screen in English. After that, we observed many
operations about soft tissue. And I worked as assistant of operation. I
worked and moved well more than before.

Oct 1
(Sat)

Oct 2
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This day, I had an internal medicine class at first. First, I had a meeting
about it from 8:00a.m. to 8:30a.m. After that, we separated as some team.
Oct 3

And I was assigned Urology section. Our team had cases some as medical

（Mon）

examination. In this afternoon, our class was suddenly changed to
pathology section. It was very difficult for me. So I think that have to study
more.
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This day, I had a class of pathology section. First, we gave explanation
about the case. After that, we discussed for 30minutes and had
Oct 4

presentation about it. The case had had hydronephrosis and renal calculi.

(Tue)

The last lecture in this morning was anatomy of the cat. I did it at first. In
this afternoon, we observed various sample by microscope and debated
about it.
In this morning, I had a class about cytology in pathology section. Today’s
first teacher was Dr. tirapoon who taught us on this Monday. I learned

Oct 5

features of various tumor and method of discerning tumors. In this

(Wed)

afternoon, Dr. Phudit learned me pathology. Especially, we did case study.
It case was distinguish anemia and function of liver and kidney. I think it
is very difficult and important.
This day, I had a class about cytology and hematology in pathology section.
First, we learned Dr. Phudit. He showed us around veterinarian facility

Oct 6

inside the university. He instructed us in how do they blood test. In this

(Thu)

afternoon, we were taught it by another teacher. We learned many
cytological cases of disease and observed about it by microscope. It is good,
because we could do not only learn but also look them of natural.
This day, I had last class about pathology section. We were taught by
different teacher until now, but I forget his name. The class was done until

Oct 7

this noon. I feel that it is very short time. First, we learned outline about

(Fri)

cytology and hematology. After that, we did case study about case of
marmoset. It is very difficult. But it is very important that we discuss and
take out knowledge from myself.

Oct 8
(Sat)

Oct 9
(Sun)

No training.

No training.
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This day, I had a microbiology class at first. We arrived 8:30a.m. and the
class started 9:00a.m. I think that the class is study like other section. But,
Oct 10

almost of this section is discussion for case study by only student. I was

（Mon）

very surprised. First we and Thai student are separated two groups. And
we debated about the case and investigated parts of assigned. So I was
exciting.
This day, I had a microbiology class at first. I don’t get accustomed to
discussion style. So I still tensed. In this morning, we debated things about

Oct 11

continue from yesterday. And we did examination of PCR. Because we

(Tue)

wanted to know that PCV2 is positive in this case, or not. In this afternoon,
we observed the result of it. And we debated it. I feel it is difficult, but it’s
interesting for me.
This day, I had a microbiology class. I received new topic. It was different
from one of yesterday. That topic is about disease and symptom of feline. I

Oct 12

felt that this topic is more difficult than one of yesterday. In this morning,

(Wed)

we picked up problem and thought mechanism. After that, on lunch time,
I searched about liver disease and tumor in library. After lunch time, we
debated about each information by research.
This day, I had a microbiology class. First, we presented the things to

Oct 13
(Thu)

teammate. It is homework which we search about new information of this
case. And we debated it. This afternoon, I did RT-PCR. Because we wanted
to know that FIPV is positive in this case, or not. After that we made
documents and prepared for presentation of tomorrow.
This day, I had last microbiology class. We would have to do presentation
about case 1 and 2 in this afternoon. So we used almost of time for

Oct 14

preparing and making documents of presentation. And in this morning, we

(Fri)

did RT-PCR of continue from yesterday. After that, we observed result of
it. In this afternoon, we did presentation. I tensed very much. But
somehow I managed to carry it off.

Oct 15
(Sat)

No training.
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Oct 16
(Sun)

No training.

This day, I had the internal medicine class. First, I was assigned
Oct 17
（Mon）

Ophtalomology section. I could see the many case. When I studied in
Japan, I could not see these case. So it was very important and precious
experience. In the afternoon I was assigned OPD section. There was 2case,
and both is just health care.
This day, I had an Exotic animal medicine class in all day. It was looking

Oct 18
(Tue)

forward to study it. I surprised that there were many doctors. And various
animal came. For example rabbit, turtle, parrot, sugar glider and swan.
Especially I was interested in swan and sugar glider medicine. I feel that
case of Pneumonia or Fraction was many.
This day, I had a Gastroenterology medicine class in all day. 3 cases came

Oct 19
(Wed)

our room. They were Beagle, Shi-zu, Siberian husky. Mainly they had liver
disease. For example tumor, hemagio sarcoma. I felt it was so difficult.
Especially I was interested in Siberian husky’s case. The mass could not
be removed, because it is too big.
This day, I had a OPD medicine class in all day. In this morning, 5 cases
came there. They had vomit, mandibular fracture, canine distemper virus,

Oct 20
(Thu)

colesistitis, urinaly paralisys. In this afternoon, 10 cases came there. I felt
that it was interested in discospondylitis. The case had E.canis.

This day, I had an Ophtalomology section class in all day. We had class
Oct 21
(Fri)

only in afternoon. I felt that in Ophtalomology, the medical words in
English is so difficult for me. I saw 6 cases. Catract case was so many in
coming cases. In every case, we did Schirmer test and Fluorescein dye. And
I felt that I was very interested in sift of crystallin lens.
This days, we moved from Bang Khen to Khampheng Sean. We went to

Oct 22
(Sat)

float market on my way to move. We had a lunch there. After that we went
supermarket

for

buying

household

goods.

Next

Khampheng Sean campus. We went around building.

we

arrived

at
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Oct 23
(Sun)
Chulalongkorn

No training.

Memorial
Day
Oct 24
(Mon)
Chulalongkorn
Memorial
Day

No training.

※Additional Public
Holiday

This day, I had a first class in Khampheng Sean. First we absented
Oct 25
(Tue)

meeting about all of section which we will learn. Second we separated
Each unit and had some lectures. After that I had practice. We did some
physical examination and handling. I found some differences between
Japan and Thailand.
This day, I had a second class about equine unit. First I went to new

Oct 26
(Wed)

building. We made discussion room in there. After that my team met a
horse. His name is KieSel. He has laminitis now. In this afternoon, we had
a lecture. After that, we took a his blood sample.

This day, I had a 3rd class about equine unit. First, our team took care of
Oct 27
(Thu)

KieSel(our horse). My teammate did physical examination and give drug
by PO. After that we do self-study by ourselves. In this afternoon we had
some lectures about result of blood test. And our team took care of KieSel
again.
This day, First our team took care of KieSel(our horse). I did physical
examination by myself in this morning. Next I had a lecture about

Oct 28

cardiology. After that we practice about cardiology to pony. In this

(Fri)

afternoon, my team made 2 house calls. First farm is near from university,
and second farm is in Kanchanaburi. We did rectum palpation and saw the
horse with laminitis.

Oct 29
（Sat）

No training.
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Oct 30
(Sun)

No training.

This day, first I took care of Kiesel. Condition of both fire limb of Kiesel is
better than before. So I was very happy. Result of physical examination is
Oct 31

good too. I gave him medicine by PO. It was success. After that we sow

(Mon)

some cases. In this afternoon, doctor gave me some question and home
work. Finally, we have self-study. It was for presentation. So, may group
made some slide and read many paper.
This day, first I had lecture about equine lameness. We went to farm inside

Nov 1
(Tue)

of KPS campus. In there, we learn methods of examination of lameness.
Mainly we learn method of trot and flextion test. It is very important for
finding lameness. After that, in this afternoon, we learned about
bandage. ”Hard” is important in that.
This day, first I took care of Kiesel. Then we find problem of Kiesel. He had

Nov 2
(Wed)

pain on left hind limb. Both fore limb is better than before, but new
problem occurred on his left hind limb. In this afternoon, we saw some
case. Those were problem of spines and reproductive check. After that, I
had some tests. For example, they were horse handling and nose twist.
This day, first I took care of Kiesel. Second, we had self-study for
presentation and oral examination. In the afternoon, some students had

Nov 3
(Thu)

lecture of Neurology. After that we had self-study again. Horses which are
assigned each group have different case. So, we explained about each case.
And we made many slide and presented our doctor. We continued it
midnight (around 12:00). After go back home, I study about other case for
oral examination.
This day, we had to do presentation. It was very important in this unit.
The presentation started at 9:00a.m. All of teachers of equine unit

Nov 4

attended in this. I was not presentator. But I was very nervous. It was

(Fri)

success. In this afternoon, I have oral examination. It was that 4 persons
is one group and have 40minits. Those were discussion type. After that I
took care of Kiesel at last.
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Nov 5
(Sat)

Nov 6
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This day, first we left KPS campus for nongpho hospital. After arriving, we
Nov 7
（Mon）

had case of atresia. The operation which is corrective surgery started soon.
I was interested in this operation. Because if we find this case, we won’t do
this operation well.

This day, first we went to see the calf with pneumonia. She was still alive,
and better than before. Second, we listened presentation of epidemiology.
Nov 8

It was difficult for me. After that my group(3people) went to house call. We

(Tue)

visited 2 farms. First farm had 2 cases of mastitis. Next farm had
pneumonia and 2cases of mastitis. After coming back hospital, I took care
of the calf of pneumonia.
This day, first we took care of the calf of pneumonia. He had been better

Nov 9
(Wed)

than before yesterday. But this day, he was so weak. After 1 hours, he dead.
It is so suddenly and so sad for me. After that our team went to house call.
We looked 3 cases in 2 farms. In first farm, we looked disease of foot. In
second farm, we looked FMD for the first time. It was precious experience.
This day was final day of house call. First I looked kid. Her mother

Nov 10
(Thu)

Abandoned child care. And her right eye was swollen. After that our group
went to house call at 2 farm. They are so far from Nongpho hospital. First,
we looked reproductive disease. And she had lameness too. In second farm,
we looked case of suspected FMD. But she don’t has FMD.
This day, first we submitted paper of OPD to our doctor. After that we had

Nov 11
(Fri)

self-study for presentation. I was one of presenter. So, I had to make script
and complete slide in the afternoon. After lunch, we did presentation. This
presentation was success. After that doctor gave us some question. They
are so difficult, but so important. After presentation, we went back to KPS
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campus by van.

Nov 12
(Sat)

Nov 13
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This day, I had a first class about exotic animal unit. We listened lecture
in the room of pentagon in this morning. Type of this class was discussion.
Nov 14

This lecture is about mainly Wild animal of Thai and relationship them

(Mon)

and environment of human, disease and management of wild animal. In
the afternoon, we made some slide about disease and management until
2:00p.m. After that we did presentation.
This day, we went national park in Kanchanaburi from early morning.
First, we observed many “Banteng”. Banteng were separated each area

Nov 15

and managed. After that, we rode car of pick up track and go in bosom of

(Tue)

forest. I watched Eld’s deer and wild monkey. I could not watch elephant.
But I could watch feces and smell of pheromone of elephant. And I could
watch footprint of elephant and tiger, Eld’s deer.
This day, we went to animal hospital of BKK campus for having class of
exotic animal. After arrived, our team separated 3 group. And each group

Nov 16

follow different Dr. We observed many case and did some test such as

(Wed)

physical examination and fecal test, talk with owner about OPD. In this
evening, after class, we discuss about case of this day and medical of exotic
animal around 2 hours.
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This day, I was absent class.
Nov 17
(Thu)

But, I joined to prepare for presentation from 8:00p.m. to 12:00p.m. We
separated each group and made slide about case of exotic animal for
presentation.

This day, we went to pentagon at 8:30a.m. for preparing of presentation.
Nov 18
(Fri)

From 9:00a.m, we started to do presentation. Our group is first group of
presentation. Our group had 3 persons. All of member were presenter. But
we had to did many discuss on that way. Because Dr. found many wrong
points which we have to modify. After that, our group reform our slide.

Nov 19
(Sat)

Nov 20
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This days, I had a class of bovine in demonstrated farm. At first, in this
Nov 21
（Mon）

morning, we had a lecture of bovine and this unit. After that we got times
for decided topics of analysis. In this afternoon, we have practice in the
farm. I observed milking system, milking paler, feeding and cow house. I
could find many point of difference from japan.
This day, in this morning, we had a lecture of reproductive system. In this
afternoon, I did practice of rectal palpation. I did it for 8 caws. It was the

Nov 22
(Tue)

first time that I did it many cows like this at once. And I used ultra sound.
It was very good experience and study for me. I became that I can feel
contents inside ovary clearly.
This day, in this morning, I had a class about anesthesia of bovine. It was
for practice of afternoon. I learned about anesthesia of eqidural,

Nov 23
(Wed)

paravertebral nerve block, corneal nerve block and auriculopalpebral. In
this afternoon, actually we did it such as practice. And we did collect blood
sample from caudal and jugular vein, collect urine from urinary bladder
and intubation to stomach.
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This day, we had to do presentation about analysis of each team. In before,
Nov 24
(Thu)

our group is separated two team, and each team researched about each
topic and prepared analysis and slide for presentation. Topic of our team
is clinical mastitis. In this morning, we prepared for presentation and did
final checking. In this afternoon, we did presentation.
This day, my group joined ICVS or job fair in BKK. ICVS is academic

Nov 25
(Fri)

conference. We left from KPS campus at 6:30a.m. I listened it from 9:00. I
attend some English presentation. They are about exotic animal, wildlife
animal and bovine. It was so difficult for me. Because they contained many
technical terms of English. But It was good experience for me.

Nov 26
(Sat)

Nov 27
(Sun)

No training.

No training.

This day, I had class about bovine of hospital and visiting farm unit. At
Nov 28
（Mon）

first, I had orientation and lecture about bovine unit. After that, I had
practice and saw some cases. First case is bladder rapture. That symptom
is very clearly. But in this afternoon, we had no case.

This day, in this morning, we separated 3 groups. My team went to house
Nov 29
(Tue)

call and visited 5 farms. I saw various case and management. But today7s
may condition was so bad. So, they were hard work for me. In the 4th farm,
I saw FMD case. It was precious experience for me. After go back to
hospital, we did disinfection, and go back to our dorm for taking a shower.
This day, from this morning, we went to house call. In the 1st farm, I saw
case of uterine prolapse. In the 2nd farm, I saw case of suspected babesiosis.

Nov 30

In the 3rd farm, we saw hoof trimming. In the last farm, I saw case of

(Wed)

suspected FMD. After that, we did disinfection and go back to our dorm
For taking a shower. After that I came back to hospital, I saw uterine
prolapse until 9:00pm.
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This day, in this morning, at first I went to hospital at 8:00 before practice.
Because I had to discuss of our presentation with our team. After that, I
Dec 1

had practice in the hospital. And I saw after care of case of bladder rapture.

(Thu)

Next, case of uterine prolapse was carried at the hospital. Hers symptom
was very severe. After operation, she was dead. After practice, we did
presentation of our case with docters.
This day, in this morning, I take oral examination of bovine. It was from
9:00am to 11:00a.m. It is very difficult for me. After that I prepared of

Dec 2
(Fri)

presentation. From 1:00p.m, our group did presentation of bovine unit.
After that, from 5:00p.m. All Japanese students did presentations of Aims
program. After finish, Thai teachers did Award ceremony of Aims program
for us. In this evening, Thai stuff opened farewell party for us. That time
is my precious.

Dec 3
(Sat)

No training.

Today is final day in Thailand. Departure from our dorm is 4:30p.m. Many
Thai friends come to our dorm and saw us off. And some Thai friends
Dec 4

followed us to airport for seeing us off. But our bus had very heavy traffic

(Sun)

jam. So, after arrived airport, we have a little bit time. But was my
precious time. After talked with Thai friends. We left from Thailand to
Japan.

